The RIMES
Benchmark
Data Service
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Fully managed feeds for
index and benchmark data

The quality of a firm’s index and benchmark data is a
corollary of success. But benchmark data management is
complex and costly. Firms need to source a huge volume
of data that must then be validated, quality assured,
and transformed for use in multiple operational systems.
Firms that do this with error-prone manual processes
put the quality of their data at risk and waste precious
resources focusing on a non-core tasks when their time
could be better spent on finding alpha.

The RIMES
Benchmark Data Service
The RIMES Benchmark Data Service (RIMES BDSSM) is a fully
managed data service for sourcing, validating, transforming,
distributing, and storing index and benchmark data.
It enables investment managers, owners, and pension funds to
maximize operational efficiency and scalability, improve data quality,
and minimize the internal costs of data management while limiting
operational and regulatory risks, and maintaining full control.

Key features
Fully managed service: all your data ready for immediate use
Comprehensive coverage: 3.4 million indices, 500+ data partners
Seamless integration: any format, any system
Elastic delivery: new data sources onboarded rapidly
Dedicated infrastructure: frees your IT team to focus on core business
Buy-side expertise: 25 years’ experience
Round the clock support: 24/7 service and advice

RIMES fully managed service and remediation
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Why choose RIMES BDS?
● Reduced operational and project costs
● Feeds tailored to directly support key
business functions
● Timely delivery of quality, fit-for-purpose
data at point of use
● Enhanced business agility and responsiveness
● Simplified internal processes and reduced risk
● Resources freed to focus on core
business activities
● Complete transparency of data feeds
status through RIMES Online

Discover more
rimes.com/BDS
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About RIMES
RIMES is an award-winning data
management and regulatory technology
specialist that truly understands the
challenges faced by its customers. It
serves over 350 asset managers, owners,
servicers and banks in 45 countries
including 60 of the 100 largest global
asset managers by AUM and 9 of the top
10 asset servicers in the world.
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Get in touch
info@rimes.com
www.rimes.com
Follow us
Twitter @RIMESTech
LinkedIn RIMES Technologies
YouTube RIMES Technologies
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